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Section 1 – Territories
This dissertation discusses how experience of place can be registered through ‘process’ and
‘gesture’ in contemporary painting, and uses the practices of Peter Doig, Julie Mehretu and
Ingrid Calame as case studies. I will outline the nature of my painting inquiry and briefly
discuss relevant historical precedents and contemporary theories. Then, to further provide
a context within which to position my work, I will analyse some paintings made by the
artists above, specifically looking at how they have reassessed and reworked materiality,
representation, time, process, and mark making.
During my project I have been concerned with the challenge of registering my experience of
place in a holistic manner that integrates multiple levels of experience or modes of
representation. I have tested ways of enabling gesture, process, and my physical presence
in landscape sites to be evident in the paintings, and aspects of ‘new materialist’ theory
have helped to make sense of my methodology during this inquiry. The project has been
informed by how artists have used gesture and mark making historically to register
subjective experience, and the historical roots of an approach to painting where process is
understood as being a subject and not just a means to an end.
By analysing Doig’s, Mehretu’s, and Calame’s work, I aim to set up a community of practice
for my work, and springboard discussion about how experience of place can be registered
through painting in the contemporary context.
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Figure 1. Image of part of the process of making a painting, on site in the bush near the Kapuni River on the
mountain in Taranaki, September 2019

My practice-based research project investigates how environments and painting processes
act upon me as much as I act upon them. By paying attention to the land and materials as
active forces in the making of paintings, and by using an iterative process of discovery
during painting, I was able to work with variables as they presented themselves and let
them remain evident and central in the finished paintings, rather than focusing on visually
representing places using a specific predetermined set of pictorial landscape conventions. ,
My paintings were made not only by spending time and painting directly in the
environment, but also in the studio where I worked from memory, photographs, and
drawings of the sites to extend the idea of experience of place. The methodology included
‘wrapping’ or ‘covering’ the surface of the land with large pieces of raw canvas, arranging
them over and around masses of rock, parts of trees or organic matter on the ground, or
anywhere that grabbed my attention. Once in position, ink was applied and removed,
water tipped, and the canvases were repeatedly repositioned to let things take place
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between the materials, processes and land. The ‘aha moments’ that occurred while
working within the constraints of site and process have become part of each work, where
marks made by ink running down folds of canvas, or blank areas of canvas where it had
been tucked around the back of a tree, or drawing on an unsupported surface are
retrievable in the finished paintings. Each painting has undergone multiple wrapping and
painting occasions, so that layers of encounters from different places and times build up
and interact.

Figure 2. Image of part of the process of making a painting, in the studio, October 2019

All this is in the hope of inviting the unexpected and setting up conditions for potential and
learnings to occur in the painting process, and to build up a denser picture of these places
than is possible with one ‘layer’ or ‘view’. I have chosen sites in Whaingaroa Raglan near
Ngarunui Beach, Bridal Veil Waireinga Falls, and on the south side of the mountain in
Taranaki near the Kapuni river, both geographical areas that are ‘home’ to me. In each
place I go off the track a little until I find a space that I’d like to work in, so there is a certain
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remoteness about the sites, and the land is not cultivated or built up, although they are
easily accessible from built up areas. Being off the beaten track also provides a
defamiliarisation that deliberately puts me in a slightly foreign relationship with the land,
and helps to experience the place beyond pre-existing ways of seeing it, like a kind of
‘deterritorialisation’ where there is a loosening between social conventions and place
(Deleuze & Guattari, 2004). During this project, over the last two years, I have revisited
these places multiple times to spend time painting in them and expand my experiences of
them, so that different times and more surprises could be made possible in the paintings.

Figure 3. Image of the process of making a painting, on site in a wrapping process, further up-stream of the
Kapuni River on the mountain in Taranaki, June 2019
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Section 2 - Unfolding
Bruno Latour’s ‘actor-network’ theory describes networks of relationships between all
things that constantly shift and change. Latour (2017), uses the term ‘actant’ to describe
both human and non-human agents involved in these relationships. In this project I am
interested in ideas associated with new materialism, such as the idea that interactions or
encounters between actants is where disclosures can occur. In particular, my understanding
of the materiality of things, and of my process of painting and experience of the land, are
informed by Jane Bennett’s ‘vital materialism’, where interactions between things can occur
to create new understandings (Bennett, 2010; Vera List Centre, 2011), and Donna Haraway’s
‘borderlands’ or ‘contact zones’ as places where the push and pull of knowledge occur and
connections between things can arise (Haraway, 2016). I suggest that the encounters
between environments, materials, and myself as artist, are where surprising
understandings of place can occur, and I want my paintings, and the process of making
them, to evidence this.
My methodology involves painting outside, an approach that can be traced back to groups
of artists in France, Italy, and England in the early nineteenth century (the Barbizon School,
the Macchiaioli Group, and the Newlyn School respectively), widely known as plein air
painting. Prior to this, John Constable (1776-1837) was one of the first artists in England to
begin to paint directly out of doors in the landscape, which gave him the opportunity to
paint changing natural light, colour, and environmental conditions as they occurred. Even
though Constable saw these paintings as nothing more than sketches, this method of
painting became an important forerunner to the development of French Impressionism in
the late 1860s because of the direct connection to experiences, the limitation of time to
paint, and the increased physical challenges which helped to produce a kind of
immediacy and naturalism. The invention of transportable paint in tubes opened up the
possibility of painting directly out of doors, and so the material nature of paint and the
approach taken affected the kind of paintings that were made. Similarly, the broad
range of conventions and materials available to contemporary painters, opens up a
wealth of different registers of meaning and experience.
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My paintings bring into play bodily and spiritual perceptions of the world, alongside more
conventional painting approaches, by working directly on-site to get a more ‘real’
experience and immediacy of place. I acknowledge the limitation of the term ‘real’ in the
context of painting, and that what is deemed ‘realistic’ is only a visual representation.
However, the project aims to extend ideas of ‘realism’ in painting beyond visual
mimesis, to include multiple modes of representation and possibilities of recording the
‘real’.
There is a link between the manifold kinds of marks in Claude Monet’s (1840-1926)
Impressionism, and mark making in contemporary painting, particularly Calame’s and
Mehretu’s work where relationships between the myriad marks make new inventions of
images of place. In the set of eight Nympheas [Water lilies] paintings made between 1914
and 1926, and hung in the Musee de l’Orangerie in Paris, Monet responds to the
phenomena around him in his garden, by building up the surfaces of his paintings with a
complex network of divergent marks. Each canvas captures, through an abundant array of
different kinds of brushmarks, a different optical experience of the changing light, weather
conditions, seasons, and other occurrences on the pond, surrounding willow trees, and sky.
From afar these marks make pictorial sense of the garden, but up close they look abstract
(Kleeblatt, 2018) and loosen themselves from an illusion of place.
As gesture broke away from the constraints of its relationship to representation, it became a
central pictorial theme. This loosening of mark making paved the way for Abstract
Expressionism in the United States in the 1940s. The movement included the approach
known as Action Painting – a term coined by Harold Rosenberg (1906-1978) –
characterised by gestural mark making and the impression of spontaneity, where paint
was poured, dribbled or wiped onto the canvas. It was understood that an artist’s
emotional expression could be evident in these marks, exemplified in the work of
Jackson Pollock (1912-1956), Joan Mitchell (1925-1992), Franz Kline (1910-1962), and
Willem de Kooning (1904-1997). Pollock treated a canvas laid out on the ground as an
arena for actions of painting and life, and thought of his paintings as showing the results
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of a ‘performance’. 2 Rosenberg’s existentialist view on process, where the identity or
emotional mind of the artist was formed and displayed through their encounter with
paint and canvas, has certain limitations. It does, however, look forward to subsequent
art movements, where process is more than just the means of making art but has also
become a subject in its own right. While most obvious in Performance Art, this also
pertains to the artists I am looking at for this project. The process Ingrid Calame takes
to collect her tracing marks from specific sites has a sense of ritual or documentation,
and is important to how we read her work, and the way Mehretu overlays different
modes of representation on her canvases, allows serendipitous registers of place to
occur that couldn’t have come about otherwise.3
After Abstract Expressionism, the perception and use of gesture began to pull away
from the identity of the artist. Roy Lichtenstein’s (1923-1997) Brushstroke (screenprint
on paper, 56x72cm), part of a series made in 1965/6, is a cartoon-like image of a
painterly brushstroke on a pixelated background, exposing gesture as a convention
rather than a direct expression of the artist’s self. Post-modernism or the Linguistic
Turn4 saw gesture become a semiotic sign, mark making as something that to be read
rather than perceived for its ‘thingness’. Marks could be seen as ‘ecriture’,5 or a set of
signs that have prescribed meanings and that can be read like alphabet characters , as
described by Fischer (1999): “the immediate, emotional effect of gestural painting has
been superseded by an intellectual concept. The gesture is no longer an ‘indexical sign’
but signifies only the idea, the concept of spontaneity” (p. 19).
For Rosenberg, the act of painting is where a revelation could occur, and he considered
this kind of encounter in an anthropocentric way, as revealing something of the artist’s

2

Pollock saw himself as continuous with nature rather than something outside it. When he was asked in
an interview \ if he painted from nature, he responded “I am nature!” (Krasner, 1968). Pollock saw
himself not as an observer of the environment but a participant with it, and this was made manifest in
his process-led painting, which allowed him to paint not a single viewpoint of nature but to enact a
bodily performance of ‘life’.
3
Mehretu’s choice of medium is also integral to her process. She talks about her recent work, made with a
monotype print process, as bringing an element of chance; uncontrollable factors like blurring or erasing
of parts of the image may occur during the process (Caddell, 2019) and remain evident in the finished work.
4
A major concept in twentieth century philosophy was the ‘linguistic turn’ which focused on the relationships
between language, its users, and the world.
5
Ecriture is a French word that translates to ‘writing’ or ‘writing style’ in English.
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inner self, whereas contemporary new materialist theorists such as Bennett and
Haraway would see it as revealing something about the broader ecological assemblage
– the relationships between human and non-human things – rather than about the
human specifically. This shift away from a human-centred perspective is evident in the
trajectory of gesture in painting.
In view of this trajectory, and in the context of new materialist theory such as Bennett’s
and Haraway’s, I am looking at how gesture and process can recapture a sense of
‘directness’, and be shifted from an anthropocentric expression to reveal encounters
between artist, land, and materials.
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Section 3 – Assemblages
3.1 Analysing Peter Doig’s Pelican (Stag), oil on canvas,
276x200cm, 2003
Peter Doig, born in Scotland in 1959, is a prolific painter and is well known for his timeless
and yet personal work that is full of imagination, mystery, observation and memory of
places and events. His years of experience and familiarity with the way paint behaves,
contribute to a believable sense of place in his work. For Doig, a painting is not just about
imagery, but also about how it is made. He talks about how a painting is built up in a
spontaneous manner and over the course of time the process of painting unfolds
discoveries (Kulturtechnik Malen, 2016) that remain visible in the finished work. This
includes responding to the qualities of paint, whether thinned or scumbled, thickly smeared
or any other manner of application, and to formal qualities such as colour, tone, form, as he
builds up marks on the canvas. He learns from watching materials react (Kulturtechnik
Malen, 2016), and as he submits himself to these fortuitous findings the painting develops
and forms, even though it might go through an ‘ugly’ stage (Enright, 2006) at times.
The drip of thinned paint, and small splashes out to the right-hand side of it, show where
the turpentine has continued to run through the paint once applied, forming rivulets. These
marks that build up on the surface of the painting couldn’t have been specifically planned
out, but have occurred due to decisions Doig has made in the process, although his
experience, having made so many paintings, likely provided him with a technical repertoire
that came into play here too.6
The large 276x200cm canvas surface of ‘Pelican (Stag)’ gives ample space for Doig’s body,
and in particular his arm and hand, to operate physically across it. This is evident in the
sweeping thick lines that gouge from top to bottom at both sides of the painting, where you
can see the paint from a loaded brush getting wiped clean on the canvas by the time his arm

6

This type of knowledge, learned from years of practice and familiarity with materials and application, is also
present in Mehretu’s use of gesture, in her lexicon of hand drawn marks. She describes this process as
‘disembodied thinking’, which I will discuss later in the dissertation.
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has reached its span, effectively giving the sense of tree trunks or vines disappearing into
the jungle or connecting with the undergrowth.
Doig’s feeling for paint extends to using it in ways that speak allusively about the matter it is
representing. Pelican (Stag) has a landscape setting not only because of the illusion of
tropical trees, land, and water, but also because of the watery dripping paint that plays with
the idea of splashed lagoon water, and the thick glossy paint evoking the smooth succulent
texture of tropical leaves. His use of tone and colour contribute to a commanding sense of
place and an eerie atmosphere. Darkly coloured areas that fall back and absorb light are like
a launching pad for lighter areas to jump out from. Some of the dark brush marks are nondescript, soft and almost transparent in nature, like there is a soft drift in the work which
leaves the painting open and mysterious (Enright, 2006). Similar economy of paint and
tonal considerations can be found in the work of New Zealand artist Matt Arbuckle (born
1987), whose fluid looking marks made with washes of transparent paint have informed my
work in terms of creating a sense of mystery (see Appendix).
The content of Doig’s paintings comes from a combination of different kinds of source
imagery and his imagination of events and places, and each painting is built up by referring
to a collection of these in an intuitive manner (Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien, 2017;
Searle, Scott & Grenie, 2007). Some of the found imagery he has collected over the years
includes random postcards, photographs, drawings, and snippets from films. Using multiple
source images in a painting can help to register place in a more holistic way, by combining
dissimilar modes of experience,7 which is evident in this painting.
Pelican (Stag) came from a memory of an incident Doig witnessed, a postcard, and his
memory of a Henri Matisse (1869-1954) painting. He and a friend were swimming off the
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Compositionally, Doig’s painting reflects historical conventions of dividing space into foreground, midground,
and background, however, it is also pulled apart and turned upside down, which also disrupts a singular
viewpoint and gives a more holistic view of place. The tops of the tropical trees, the band of pale blue paint,
and the figure come forward, and the rest of the painting hangs back, but in some places the boundaries are
blurred between what is in front and what is behind. He has a way of painting background as if it’s foreground
at the same time, or he will paint ‘background’ after the ‘foreground’ is painted. This creates an ambiguous
space where viewers are not quite sure where to locate themselves (Enright, 2006). The white shape (in figure
10) is part of the ‘background’, but because it was painted after the tree foliage it looks like it is in the
foreground.
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coast of Trinidad, and witnessed a man wrestling with what looked to be a dead bird in the
water. They watched him dragging it along the beach and wringing its neck, feeling
intimidated as the man eye-balled them in a menacing way. In the studio he tried to make
some drawings of the incident but put aside the idea. Later, however, he came across a
postcard of a man dragging a fishing net on a beach in India, which reminded him of what he
witnessed in Trinidad. From there the painting developed as he worked with both the
memory and the postcard image, and subsequently a memory of the Matisse painting he
had seen at the Tate in 2002, Shaft of Sunlight in the woods of Trivaux (1917).
Doig uses the information that can only be retrieved from found imagery, rather than real
life experiences: the blur from a moving camera or subject; sunspots, pixilation, or tone
gathering at the edges of a photograph; even painty fingerprints on the photograph as it is
continually handled in the studio.
The transparent purple paintwork to the right of the figure could refer to some kind of stain
on the postcard. Or the man’s missing left foot could be a result of Doig staying true to the
postcard image, which may not have shown the foot, even though it doesn’t make much
sense to the painting. It is common for contemporary artists to be influenced by a barrage
of iterations of images translated through and between media, and as a result, ‘materiality’
in painting is not simply about staying true to traditional painting materials or discipline
boundaries, but can be about playing with the material character of source images, as in
Doig’s painting where marks derived from a hard copy photograph can be read as painterly.
Separations between things, including ‘painting’ and ‘world’, or ‘depiction’ and ‘object’,
become blurred. Similarly, in my work the idiosyncratic material nature of the land as my
‘source imagery’ is translated into the canvases through the process of painting and remains
evident there.
These contemporary painters who work in more abstract styles than Doig, also have similar
approaches to process and gesture and use them in generative ways. Prolific American
painter, Cecily Brown (born 1969) lets the learnings that happen during the painting process
direct the painting’s development, but lets the process push her too as she lets the ‘being
open and waiting’ work out problems as well as lets new questions arise (Zurn, 2012). The
connection between the artist’s body and materials, and that being evident in the painting is
12

also true for New Zealand artist Judy Millar (born 1957) who talks about letting her painting
process generate images that can’t come about any other way, as gestures made with
implements become interwoven with the paint work (Thomas, 2009).
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3.2 Analysing Julie Mehretu’s Cairo, ink and acrylic on canvas,
304x731cm, 2013

Figure 4. Cairo by Julie Mehretu, ink and acrylic on canvas, 304x731cm, 2013 (Source: Mehretu, 2013). Reprinted with
permission. Image courtesy of the artist and Marion Goodman Gallery. Photo credit: Tome Powel Imaging. Copyright: Julie
Mehretu.

American painter Julie Mehretu, born in Ethiopia in 1970, is well known for her multilayered abstracted landscapes that combine architectural drawings, geometric shapes and
gestural marks that speak about geographies and histories. Cairo (2013) is comparable in
scale to Abstract Expressionist and American Colour Field ‘mural-like’ paintings, its
mountainous size inviting physical engagement from the viewer. Retrievable human-scale
marks that reflect small hand gestures and large swings of the arm, places the viewer ‘in’
the work, and relates to real space as do murals and frescoes, enticing the viewer to stand
back to take in the immensity of the painting. 8 But departing from Abstract Expressionism’s
visual unity that allowed a painting to be grasped all at once (Greenberg, 1959), Mehretu’s
work compels the viewer to move up close to see the layers of imagery which reveal a
slowly unfolding narrative. While close to the surface, just like the passing of time when

8

The colossal nature of her work could also indicate ideas of the sublime, that we are spectators of the
wonder of the natural world and the power of God displayed in the landscape, which have been talked about
for at least two hundred years (Kant & Bernard, 1914; Bell, 2013). The size of her work has also been likened
to renaissance masterpieces and their sense of grandeur (Cohen, 2018).
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watching a movie, the viewer is required to recall parts of the work previously seen to make
sense of its entirety (Louisiana Channel, 2013).
When making some of the gestural marks in this painting, Mehretu was led instinctually by
her knowledge of materials and muscle memory that has come from years of drawing; it is
where her body and memory do the leading, described by Mehretu as ‘disembodied
thinking’ (Biwas, 2019), similar in a way to Doig’s familiarity with paint. The marks hold
information about how she has scribbled, swished, or painstakingly dabbed the brush on the
canvas, and connote immediacy and freshness, as do the parts that show an erasure of parts
of marks.

Figure 5. Detail. Cairo by Julie Mehretu, ink and acrylic on canvas, 304x731cm, 2013 (Source: Mehretu, 2013)

A variety of different kinds of marks scatter themselves across the painted surface and
participate with each other in an energetic assembly as they collide, blend, sit on top of, and
hide beneath each other. They vary in viscosity of paint, size, and types of application,
including dry brush, loaded brush, and precise mark making.
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Figure 6. Detail. Cairo by Julie Mehretu, ink and acrylic on canvas, 304x731cm, 2013 (Source: Mehretu, 2013)

There is a parallel here with the range of the mark making present in the work of Monet,
and also J.M.W. Turner (1775-1851), but Mehretu goes beyond the representation of the
visual infinitude, or the sublimity, of phenomena in the environment, to reveal a new kind of
landscape through the ‘socialising’ of marks (Crystal Bridges, 2019). The marks have
relationships and conversations with each other and appear to build up structures among
themselves on the canvas. In places, the differences between the marks make them appear
to jostle and wrestle with each other, as they appear to hover in rebellion above the
architectural drawings (figure 6). Elsewhere the marks are more harmonious, where blurred
and smudged small marks appear congruous with the architectural drawings as they follow
a building’s plane, almost sinking into it and mimicking linear perspective, or giving the
sense that they are leaping off the edge of a building.
Multiple modes of representation, including architectural drawings and maps of Tahrir
Square and the city of Cairo, and her own hand-drawn gestural and geographical marks,
overlap and accumulate on the painting’s surface with tangible remnants and erasures of
each layer, such that the painting moves, mutates and pulsates as if it is alive. In places
where gestural marks are more densely grouped and architectural plans are less visible, the
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impression of a thick forest, or a heavy rain shower moving over is created, and in this way
the marks become evocative rather than descriptive of place (figure 7). To fully appreciate
the significance of the marks it is important to know that the imagery refers to specific
places and times – knowledge that tends to come from the title of the work.9

Figure 7. Detail. Cairo by Julie Mehretu, ink and acrylic on canvas, 304x731cm, 2013 (Source: Mehretu, 2013)

By relating and opposing marks, Mehretu challenges the authority of any one mode of
representation. A surprising image of place emerges from the intermingling of these layers
of mark making (Louisiana Channel, 2013), and in the context of Bennett’s (2010) and
Haraway’s (2016) ideas of assemblages and encounters, the conversations between the
layers represent a temporally and geographically complex ‘view’ of Cairo. I am interested in
activating similar conversations and layers in my own work, in order to paint a nexus of
experiences of place that emerge via the painting process.

9

Another of her recent paintings, Conjured Parts (eye), Ferguson (2016) is part of series where the titles all link
body parts with places, which could be a way of suggesting physical experiences of those places. Ferguson is
the name of a city in Missouri, in the United States of America, where political unrest, protests and riots began
after the fatal shooting of Michael Brown by police in 2014. Another of Mehretu’s paintings is titled Conjured
Parts (head), Aleppo, which is about the ongoing civil war in Aleppo, Syria.
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Multiple entry and exit points in the painting invite many viewing positions that yield
different views. This positions the viewer inside the picture with the freedom to move
around it, and to conceptually connect diverse moments and sites. The entry and exit
points usually centre around ‘empty space’ where there are few, gentle, or very transparent
marks, which act like a void and invite the viewer’s eye to rest from all the movement.10
Using multiple perspectives is a departure from the tradition of landscape painting that
offered up a single viewpoint and positioned the viewer outside the picture looking in.
The environment has appeared in paintings as background settings for centuries, as far back
as in ancient Roman and Chinese paintings, and in seventeenth century Europe, landscape
painting began to be explored as a genre in a stylised and artificial manner.11 Through the
nineteenth century, landscape paintings were assessed according to the extent to which
they appeared naturalistic, but they also embodied political and social views of the
dominant western culture (Pound, 1983; Keith, 2007), portraying the land as something to
be owned (Schwabsky, 2019) and traded. In New Zealand, early colonial artists made
paintings that acted as ‘windows’ that claimed to record reality but were intended to
persuade viewers with European concepts of the land (Pound, 1983). This viewpoint was
problematic because it promoted an illusion of detached authenticity, positioning the
viewer as an observer of unbiased reality.
The conglomerate of architectural plans and gestural marks appear like some kind of
landscape map, with illusions of clearings, valleys, high ranges, pathways, and horizons.
Mehretu intends to critique western modes of representing place, including cartography
and architecture and their illusion of objectivity and ownership, and by using them in her
work she uncovers their limitations and highlights the way they construct ‘reality’. She
argues that ‘maps have served as particular narratives of power and loss’ (Biswas, 2019) but
that her paintings create new interpretations of history, using imagination and memory in
the belief that they are just as legitimate as any other register of place.

10

Another prolific contemporary painter Cecily Brown, employs the strategy of piling up loose gestural marks
along with multiple points of departure in order to obscure a singular viewpoint in her paintings, as images of
bodies break down into elusive activity (Louisiana Channel, 2017; Zurn, 2012).
11
Although at this time some Dutch artists began to develop a more naturalistic depiction based on
observation.
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Figure 8. Detail. Cairo by Julie Mehretu, ink and acrylic on canvas, 304x731cm, 2013 (Source: Mehretu, 2013)

By making a painting of a landscape that traverses time and place, which Mehretu calls a
‘no-place’ (Crystal Bridges, 2019), she exposes history as being a collection of stories and
perspectives that are not ‘set in concrete’ and can be reinterpreted. The process of building
up a spatial quality through multifarious imagery is transformative because it creates new
conceptual stories (Biwas, 2019) of place, as the painting itself shows by gathering and
building its own ‘history’ through mark making. A similar kind of gathering or collection of
perspectives is evident in Doig’s Pelican (Stag) and in Ingrid Calame’s work to be discussed
presently. Mehretu says about her method:
When I began using architectural tracings, that automatically generated a type
of spatial specificity in the work, as each building represented a specific time and
place. However, I was collapsing all sorts of historical, social and political periods
into one space by layering many drawings of different buildings and cities into
one cosmology, into one painting. It was as if I was creating a tectonic view of
time and space that was also historical (Biswas, 2019).
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As in Doig’s work, boundaries and binaries are blurred: distinctions between subjective and
objective, cognition and emotion, and abstraction and realism are both highlighted and
questioned by the contrasting imagery in Mehretu’s paintings.

3.3 Analysing Ingrid Calame’s #219 Tracing up to LA River,
coloured pencil on mylar,122x203cm, 2005

Figure 9. #219 Tracing up to LA River by Ingrid Calame, coloured pencil on mylar,122x203cm, 2005. Reprinted with
permission. Image courtesy of the artist. Copyright: Ingrid Calame.

American painter Ingrid Calame (born 1965), is known for her complex map like paintings
that trace fragments of environments and human detritus. In the making of #219 Tracing up
to LA River (2005), the role of the body was central, as Calame interacted physically with
surfaces found on the banks of the Los Angeles River, producing a holistic, multi-perspective
representation of place. Her practice involves working directly in specific places, tracing
stains, cracks, graffiti, and other residual marks found on surfaces there. Then, in the
studio, she moves the tracings around on the floor, retracing them and combining multiple
20

layers into what she calls ‘constellations’ (Karmel, 2007; Dillon, 2011). No doubt Calame
could rely on her eyes and paint an optical view of a site, but instead she employs her whole
body through the tracing process, and in this way also engages the site as an actant.
Calame’s work has links to Surrealist Automatism and the work of American painter Mark
Tobey (1890-1976), and Jackson Pollock’s ‘action paintings’, in the way that conscious
control of the artistic process is reduced in favour of chance, enlivening the connection
between the body and gesture. Another precedent is Carolee Schneemann’s (1939-2019)
performance Up to and including her limits (1973-76), in which mark making moves from a
single canvas to walls and floors, encompassing political and feminist ideas in a further
extension of the body and gesture in contemporary art. German painter Max Ernst (18911976) used tracing and transfer techniques such as frottage, grottage, and decalcomania as
a way of letting go of traditional painting techniques. Similarly Calame’s method of picking
up indexical marks introduces an element of chance, which is accompanied with more
formalistic practices in the studio as she retraces and compiles tracings, and, as Dillon (2011)
puts it, preserves the traces of things she finds in the world and saturates them with her
own histories.
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Figure 10. Detail. #219 Tracing up to LA River by Ingrid Calame, coloured pencil on mylar,122x203cm, 2005 (Source: Artnet,
2019)

The Los Angeles riverbank site was an abandoned and neglected space in her
neighbourhood, with a palimpsest of graffiti, weathering, and wear and tear marks. These
ephemeral marks are materialised in #219 Tracing up to LA River and are somewhat
accurately reassembled on a 1:1 scale. Being ‘life-size’ they register both the nature of the
surface of the site, and the gestures of the people who traced them, evident in the pressure
of the pencil marks, and range of arm-span reflected in the flow of line in the marks. The
way the marks in the work vary in range of opacity or visibility, reflect how the marks found
on site are temporary and transient.12 Remnants of lines and shapes, where some parts are
hidden and others more visible, suggest an un-readable-ness, creating mystery and a
compelling urge to want to decipher. The thin blue lines (in figure 10) recall Fischer’s (1999)
concept of ‘ecriture’, or line as language, and were most likely traced from the years of
graffiti on the riverbank. These indexical marks gently give voice to marginalised groups of

12

During the tracing process Calame ‘disentangled each shape from the world, isolating it and making it legible
before it was washed away by the rain or covered up by the graffiti cops’ (Calame, 2017).
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people, without making the work blatantly political, by picking up the residue of human
activity found in the form of surface marks.
At 122x203cm, this work’s surface area reflects the large size of the area on the riverbank
where Calame worked, and the copious tracings made there.13 Even though the connection
to site is integral to the making and the reading of the work, this connection is not
immediately evident when looking at the finished work. But understanding where the work
was made and how it was made is important for a full experience of it, as it is with
Mehretu’s and Doig’s work. The viewer is alerted to a painting’s connection to site through
the title, as in Mehretu’s work, but Calame’s titles swing between factual and geographical
pointers, like #219 Tracing up to LA River, and made up onomatopoeic words that relate to
sounds heard while on site.
The way Calame spends time in the site, taking notice of small and neglected marks, is
aligned with Bennett’s idea about listening out for the call of things (Bennett, 2010; Vera List
Centre, 2011). In this way we can see the site as actant, and Calame as recording an
assemblage of remnants of human interactions with the place. Taking this more open
approach, where environments can ‘participate’ in the making of the painting, and where
the artist responds to things happening during making, allows for a holistic experience of
place to be evident in the painting. The process of wrapping the surface of the land has
taken my work in a similar process-led trajectory, where marks left from the wrapping
process form the basis of the paintings.

13

Similarly, the way Calame’s work Indianapolis Motor Speedway Pits #4, #7, #9, #26, t32, #33, #35, #37, #39,
#40, 2013 (394x3647cm, pigment on wall, 2014) wraps around the gallery walls, emphasises not only the
expansive speedway surface area but the circuit-like character of the track.
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Figure 11. Detail. #219 Tracing up to LA River by Ingrid Calame, coloured pencil on mylar,122x203cm, 2005 (Source: Artnet,
2019)

The variety and invention of different sized and coloured marks in #219 Tracing up to LA
River are, like Mehretu’s work, reminiscent of the broad range of marks in Monet’s
Nympheas [Water lilies] paintings, and as they merge and pulsate they make it impossible to
read the work from a single point of view. Small complicated squiggles participate with
larger more graphic and simple lines (figure 11), where the thickest lines seem to float
above the rest of the marks because they are larger and seem further forward, and at the
same time smaller more detailed marks give the impression of being far away. The processbased method of tracing ‘real’ marks on site, and not altering their character during the
retracing stages, and the way Calame overlays them, also interfere with a single perspective.
The blue lines (figure 12) look like they might have been traced around a splash on the side
of the concrete riverbank, and others, the yellow ones for example, come from a different
drawing that traced much bigger marks, making the stages of the process clearly retrievable
in the work. These multiple perspectives enable an ever-changing interpretation of place.
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The thin and precise line drawings are redolent of a mapping system or topography, evoking
nautical maps or migration routes. Katharine Harmon writes about Calame’s work as
recording geographic details of places and times that are all mixed up, obliterating
specificity and undermining our ability to grasp a single viewpoint (Harmon, 2010). This
allows the painting to map out territories of the Los Angeles riverbank in a way that lets the
place be understood in multiple ways, and to challenge the way the place has been ‘seen’
or ‘categorised’ before. The layering of map like imagery offers up a place that Haraway
might describe as a ‘borderland’ or contact zone’, where an understanding of the territory
of the Los Angeles riverbank is shaped by accumulated indexical marks positioned in the
work that together make unpredictable and unrecognisable (Schwabsky, 2004) landscapes.
Similarly, Mehretu’s paintings combine cartographic imagery and gestural mark making that
together map out domains and reclaim understandings of them (Bradway, 2019).

Figure 12. Detail. #219 Tracing up to LA River by Ingrid Calame, coloured pencil on mylar,122x203cm, 2005 (Source: Artnet,
2019

The ephemeral character of coloured pencil and mylar encode this work with playful and
temporary connotations, however the scientific associations of mapping and topography
suggest a marrying together of these apparent dichotomies, or could even suggest there is
no distinction between them. Distinctions between formal and conceptual painting
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concerns are also blurred in the way Calame translates her ‘constellations’ into paintings.
Although the ‘constellations’ are finished works in themselves, Calame uses them as
compositions for paintings, allowing some lines and shapes to remain, and others to be lost
through colour blocking. Relationships between shape, line, and colour become more
object-like in From #258 drawing (tracings from the Indianapolis Motor Speedway and the
L.A. River, 2007) which she made from a blueprint of #219 Tracing up to LA River. The
spatial ambiguity existing in the drawing has been reduced as forms appear to materialise
and sit in their designated place. This optically flat aspect of the paintings has been
criticised as re-hashing formalist concerns of modern painting (Yau, 2007), but because of
the way the painting is made from physical engagement with the sites, Calame’s work
functions both as formal and conceptual abstraction.

Section 4 – Unearthing
I have endeavoured to show how contemporary approaches to registering experience of
place have lineage in nineteenth century painting, through connection to the plein-air
painting tradition, and mark making and process in Impressionism and Abstract
Expressionism. Extending the idea of working directly on site in the landscape to get a
naturalistic impression, my paintings bring into play bodily and spiritual considerations
through the methodology of wrapping the land.
In the work of Calame, Mehretu and Doig, experience of place is registered in a holistic
manner that integrates different levels of experience or modes of representation.
Combining various kinds of imagery in one painting yields a dense and complex view of
place that traverses time and place, opening up a multi-faceted view. I have suggested that
new materialist theory, stemming from Bruno Latour’s actor-network theory, Jane Bennett’s
ideas about the interactions between things, and Donna Haraway’s concept of borderlands,
provides a useful way of making sense of the work of these three artists, suggesting that in
the multifarious nature of the paintings, reworked and unforseen understandings of place
can occur.
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Each artist’s experience of place, including physical connection, memory, and a more
conceptual political and social connection, informs the work and suggests that no one mode
of representation is more legitimate than others in building up a sense of place. I have used
this approach in my work in layering multiple painting occasions from different times and
physical locations, and also used photographs, sketches, and memories of place as
references, which has enabled my work to register a multi-faceted experience of place.
In the paintings analysed here there is a shift away from the use of gesture as an expression
of personal emotions or mind-states, towards revealing something about the material world
or matter through recapturing a sense of directness in the gestural mark. The interaction of
the body with the site is evident in the gestures made by tracing in Calame’s work, and
these marks carry the residue of the marks found onsite but also the people who traced
them, linking gesture to the site itself. The communal aspect to Calame’s work, where she
employs a group of people to help her trace on the riverbank, also sets the work apart from
modernist notions of gesture as being a direct emotive trace of an artist. Mehretu’s
gestural marks, on the other hand, entangle themselves with previously known images of
places, and bring an unanticipated interpretation of place. In Doig’s work, fingerprints or
smudges, and other references to source material, reveal the material nature of the
different modes of representation that he looked at while making his painting, and explored
the physical properties and reactions of paint and materials.
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Figure 13. Image of one of my paintings in the gallery. 'Whaingaroa Raglan March & April 2019, and from 1998 onwards',
ink on canvas, 160x173cm

I have endeavoured to use gesture in a way that reveals encounters between the land,
materials, and myself, and shifts it away from an anthropocentric focus, helping the painting
to function as a kind of borderland or contact zone, as Haraway (2016) describes. The
process of going to site, navigating around it while painting, the wrapping process, and
working in the studio from memory and source imagery, are all encounters that are
revealed in the paintings, which register experience of place in a multi-level and direct way.
The human-scale-ness or ‘nature-scale-ness’ in my work, where the character of textural
and material marks found in the landscape sites are translated in actual size to the canvas,
acts to place the viewer ‘in’ the work. Gesture has become indexical again, but it evidences
my encounters with the land and materials, and the time spent in the land, in a bodily and
spiritual way.
The painting processes Doig and Mehretu employ have a direct influence on the
development of their work, and for Calame the environments she works with also act upon
her as much as she acts upon them. Letting the unpredictable happen during the painting
process allows experience of place to be registered in ways that are responsive to materials
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and conditions. Calame’s work shows physical matter - the surfaces of places - taking an
active role in the process of painting. Similarly, without the land, I could not have made the
marks in my paintings, and in this way the land becomes an actant in my painting process. I
collaborated with the land and materials to access potential of the unexpected that might
be contained there, through the process of wrapping and working directly in site. Observing
and feeling how paint reacted to folds of canvas that were pressed over contours and
surfaces of the land, and how the constraints of working in confined spaces in the
environment affected the marks made on the canvas, were valuable revelations.
These encounters materialised uniquely in each painting, as I responded to things
happening over the duration of the painting process. I have not elevated one mode of
representation over another but have used both chance and the intentional, because I
wanted to let the work ‘breathe’ and unfold in the best way for each painting at the time,
not restricting it to a set of ‘rules’. The approach of wrapping the canvas blurs the
boundaries between what is being painted and what it represents, and is a way of looking at
painting as part of a larger assemblage. It also allows me to distance myself somewhat from
formal aesthetic decisions, and then in the studio I can work into the image making process
through interventions like stretching and sizing, applying more paint, and referencing
sketches and photographs that I made in the sites.
Although my work is also not overtly political, the relationship between materialism,
process, gesture, and the environment draws attention to the state of the land, how it
functions, and how we function with it. Schwabsky (2019) advocates for painting as an
activity where answers to the current geological age of the Anthropocene can be faced and
found. Because of the ‘give and take’ process a painter submits themselves to, where ‘the
life of things and the artist’s own can intertwine’ (Schwabsky, 2019, p25), it is conceivable
that painting can contribute to finding new ways to ‘see’ the world.
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Appendix _Reportoire
These are images of some the paintings in my final exhibition for my Masters of Arts (Painting) public
presentation

‘In the bush near Ngarunui Beach, Whaingaroa Raglan, March & May 2019; Near the source
of Kapuni River, Taranaki, June 2019’. 166x233cm, ink, graphite, on canvas
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‘Taranaki, 10 June 2019; Off the Lake Dive track, Taranaki, 11 June 2019; Whaingaroa Raglan
October 2019, and other times’. 173x166cm, ink, graphite, on canvas
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‘On the south side of the mountain in Taranaki, September 2019; Near Bridal Veil Waireinga
Falls, October 2019’. 173x166cm, ink, graphite, on canvas
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‘Near the Kapuni River on the mountain in Taranaki, 1 April 2018 & 10 June 2019; near
Ngarunui Beach, 28 March 2019’. 166x233cm, ink, graphite, on canvas
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‘Whaingaroa Raglan March & April 2019, and from 1998 onwards’. 166x173cm, ink on
canvas
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‘The mountain in Taranaki 2018 & 2019; and from memories since 1974’. 1.8x1.6m, ink,
graphite, compressed pigment on canvas.
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‘Near the source of the Kapuni River on the mountain in Taranaki, from memories as a child
& April 2018 & June 2019; Whaingaroa Raglan, September 2019’. 148x124cm, ink, graphite,
compressed pigment on canvas
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‘Whaingaroa Raglan, April 2018 & March 2019; Near the source of the Kapuni River,
Taranaki June 2019; In my studio in Hamilton, October 2019’. 1.5x1.3m, ink, graphite,
acrylic on canvas
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